ANDREW BROUGHT

Andrew-Brought

Software Developer

AndrewBrought

I am a motivated professional with a drive to work on complex tasks for the
deployment of innovative products. I enjoy working in creative environments and
cross-functional teams to deliver quality solutions. Working with programming
languages to design experiences that inspire is my passion.

AndrewBrought@gmail.com
(210) 471-1231

TECHNICAL SKILLS

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

HTML

MySQL

ContactKeeper

CSS

Spring Boot Framework

JavaScript

jQuery

Bootstrap

Object Oriented

VCS with Git

Paired-Programming

Java SE

TDD

A MERN stack application that allows users to
register an account and view, add, update, and delete
contacts. The contacts are
stored dynamically so that each field, when clicked,
will activate the field’s relevant action (i.e. clicking a
contacts email will open an email template, etc.).

Thymeleaf

Java EE (Servlets, JSP)

Hilltop Liquors

React.js
Exposure to: Gatsby, Python, Data Structures,
Algorithms, Express.js, MongoDB, WordPress

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
STOMP
Performer

2016-2020

As a performer with the New York, North American
Tour, and World Tour companies it was my
responsibility to quickly learn the performance material
with the flexibility for on the fly changes to the show.
The ability to react appropriately and improvise on the
spot in live performance situations is a constant as
casts rotate every show providing for a unique
experience of cooperative team work.

BLAST!
Performer

2014

As a swing percussionist with the 2014 Japan Summer
Tour, it was my responsibility to learn and perform four
different roles including two feature solo tracks. Being
on call for all four roles was a great challenge to my
stamina and ability to learn material fast as I was called
upon frequently without notice. I made it my mission to
work with the other members of the team to
understand critical nuances that the group depended
on so as to assimilate my performances seamlessly.

Starbucks
Barista

2012-2015

Responsible for establishing the daily setup and
functionality of the store. Maintained a constructive
partner work environment by offering positive
interaction and support towards product flow and
customer service. Engaged with customers on a
personal level while offering expeditious product
supply and anticipating customer needs and
demands.

A custom group programming Spring Boot web
application dedicated to the Victoria, Tx based liquor
store, Hilltop Liquors. We used Thymeleaf, MySQL,
Javascript, CSS, jQuery, and Bootstrap. We also used
VCS with Git, a Kanban board, user stories, feature
lists, and wire-framing to manage our project
workflow. This capstone additionally, incorporated
the Sendgrid API to integrate and automate user
sales and promotional interactions.

Adlister
A group programming full-stack web application
using Java EE with Servlets and JSPs. This app allows
users to create, read, update, and delete ads, as well
as their user profile. This was a 4-day sprint in which
we had to build upon pre-existing code and
functionality, strategically develop userstories/features lists, wire-frame, and assign a
Kanban board approach for fast turn-around.

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
Codeup
Certificate of Completion

2020

A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 20
week full stack Java career accelerator that provides
students with 670+ hours of expert instruction in
software development.

Coastal Carolina University
Bachelors of Arts in Music
Graduated with Honors: Cum Laude

May 2008

